IEA, Automation 2022

Today

Zoom lecture starts at 8:15 a.m.

• Introduction (1st hour)

Welcome to the course

– What is Automation?
– Why study Automation?
– Where is Automation used?

Automation 2022

• Course overview (2nd hour)
–
–
–
–

Dr Ulf Jeppsson
Div of Industrial Electrical Engineering and Automation (IEA)
Dept of Biomedical Engineering (BME)
Faculty of Engineering (LTH), Lund University
Ulf.Jeppsson@iea.lth.se

Goals
Topics
Simulations and lab exercises
Schedule
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The teachers

Webster’s definition

• Dr Ulf Jeppsson

“The technique of making an apparatus, a

– Course examiner, lectures, simulation exercises

process, or a system operate automatically.”

• Dr Gunnar Lindstedt
– Lectures

“Automatically controlled operation of an

• Dr Ramesh Saagi

apparatus, process, or system by
mechanical or electronic devices that take
the place of human organs of observation,
effort, and decision.”

– Laboratory exercises

• Technician Getachew Darge
– Makes sure the laboratory equipment work
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Car manufacturing

A transfer line for car assembly
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Paper & pulp production
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Bleaching process

Industrial automation
Coordination of many mechanical, hydraulic,
chemical, biochemical, biological units to
produce a product
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Automation

Automation

Measurement
Planning/
Optimization

Communication
Process or
machine

Modelling/
Simulation

Control

•Everything
•Sensor
•Networks
•Control
•Data
•Model
•Production
treatment
building
technology
algorithms
connected
analysis
•Process
configuration
•Tanks,
•Protocols
•Data
•Steady
•Scheduling
•Some
and structures
screening
analysis
components
machines,
state and
•Information
•Local
•Process
•Dynamic
•Production
are
lines,
validation
automatic
control
valves,
monitoring
flows
pumps,
•Calibration
•Real
•Supervisory
•Decision
•Discrete
•Some
improvement
etc. time
components
support
control
•Actuators
•Modelling
•Simulation
•Strategy
require human
intervention

Supervision
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Automation

Automation
So, Automation is:
”The integration of measurement, control
and information technologies to manage a
process or complex system”
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Why Automation?

Human in Automation
• Operator

• Monotonous tasks
• Hazardous
environment
• Complex processes
• Unstable processes
• Production efficiency
• Labour reduction

– Use of control, measurements, operational support

• Process engineer
– Control design, data analysis, modelling, optimisation

• Process designer
– Process modelling, data analysis

• Plant manager
– Optimisation, strategy, data and information handling, reports

• Company manager
– Strategy, customer feedback

• Customer
– Sets the demand and requirements on the product
automation 2022
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Why learn Automation?

Why is Automation fun?

Professional level:
• Technology for today and for the future
(digitalization, Industry 4.0, IoT, etc.)
• Any industrial production involves automation
• Competence is lacking
• It makes a difference!

• Combines different skills
– Mathematics, statistics,
computing, etc.
– Mechanics, electronics,
hydrodynamics, etc.

• Many different
applications
– Chemical, biological,
mechanical, electrical

– Large improvements often possible

Personal level:
• Automation is everywhere

• Many different scales
– Paper machine to
microsurgery

– Cars, buildings, home appliances, toys, etc.

A ctive Trem or C om pensation in H andheld Instrum ent for M icrosurgery
W ei Tech A ng
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Automation engineers
• Users
– Industrial applications

• Hardware and software suppliers

Course Overview

– Automation systems: ABB, Siemens, etc.
– Sensor technology
– Special software

• Consultants
Large need in industry for good automation
engineers
automation 2022
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Fundamental information
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fundamental information

7.5 ECTS credits
A one-study-period course
Level “Advanced”
Course is given in English on demand
Written exam is compulsory
Focus on understanding rather than mathematics

•
•
•
•

Three 2-hour lectures per week (via Zoom?)
Mondays 0815, Wednesdays 1515, Thursdays 0815
All lectures will be recorded and made available
Week 8: self studies and reflection
– No scheduled meetings at this time

• Q&A sessions Tuesday weeks 2-7, 08.15 (via
Zoom?)

automation 2022
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Course requirements

Course goals
• Describe the concepts of states in mathematical
modelling of discrete as well as continuous systems
• Explain the different components of an automation
system for a simple process and understand how they
interact
• Formulate a mathematical model of a simple process
from information on the constituting components and how
they interact
• Use mathematical and statistical analysis methods to
analyse important process characteristics
• Program a PLC using suitable software and standard
languages for a simple sequential control task
• Assess the appropriateness of control, process
monitoring and communication structures for small
industrial processes

• Two simulation tasks including written
reports
• 2-3 laboratory exercises on-campus (no
reports)
• Written examination (grades: fail/3/4/5)
• These 3 steps allow for testing all relevant
course goals
• Note: basic course in “Control theory” is assumed
automation 2022
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System descriptions
Discrete manufacturing
• Ex. Assembly lines,
car manufacturing
• Discrete event systems
• Markov chains/processes

Measurement technologies
• Sensor technology (not treated here)
• Signal processing

Continuous processes
• Ex. Paper and pulp, steel,
chemical, food
• Dynamic systems
• Differential equations

– Sampling
– Application of digital filters

• Data handling
– Data validation

Measurement
Planning/
Optimization

Communication
Process

Modelling/
Simulation

• Connected to supervision

Batch processes
• Pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, food,
chemical
• Mixture between discrete
and continous

Measurement
Planning/
Optimization

Modelling/
Simulation

Control

Control

automation 2022
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Control

Communication – machine and human
•
•
•
•
•

• Control concepts in discrete manufacturing

Fundamental concepts
Communication protocols (e.g. TCP/IP)
Local area networks (LAN)
Field buses
HMI – Human-machine interfaces

– Production control
– Just-in-time

• Control concepts in continuous processes
– Feedback, feed forward
– Local control
– Supervisory control level (more in next course:
Automation in complex systems (study period 4)

Measurement
Planning/
Optimization

Measurement
Planning/
Optimization

Communication
Process

Modelling/
Simulation
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Modelling/
Simulation

Control
Supervision

Communication
Process
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Supervision

Modelling and simulation

• Process monitoring

• System description
• Simulation
• More in next course

– Sampling of measurement data
– Filtering
– Time series analysis
– Statistical process control (more in next course)

Measurement
Planning/
Optimization

Measurement
Planning/
Optimization

Communication
Process

Modelling/
Simulation

Communication
Process

Modelling/
Simulation

Control
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Control
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Planning and optimization

Course curriculum
• Introduction
• System descriptions

• Scheduling
– Discrete manufacturing

– Discrete event systems
– Continuous processes

• Plant-wide optimization

• Control concepts
– Discrete event control
– Continuous control

– Short (more in next course)

• Control implementation
– Discrete
– Continuous
– Communication

Measurement
Planning/
Optimization

– Simple discrete event control
– More advanced discrete event
control
– Create and implement HMI

Control
Supervision

Course introduction

• Laboratory exercises

– Data treatment
– Process monitoring

Process

31

– Markov chains/processes
– Dynamic systems

• Supervision

Communication

Modelling/
Simulation

• Human-machine interfaces
• Simulation exercises

automation 2022
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Laboratory exercises

Simulation exercises

The conveyor belt process:
• PLC (programmable logical controller)

Matlab simulations (groups of two or one student)
1) Markov chains and processes
•

– Ladder programming, Structured text, Sequential
Function Chart, HMI using commercial software

Deadline – February 2

• 1st part: 4 hours, starting around Feb. 10 (w 4/5)

2) Dynamical systems with feedback
•

– Introduction seminar Lab 1 on Feb. 7

Deadline – February 9

• ??? 2nd part: 4 h, starting around Feb. 16 (w 5/6)
•
•

– Introduction seminar Lab 2 on Feb. 14

Do not start too late!!!
Personal feedback via email plus special
Zoom? seminar (March 2)

• ??? 3rd part: 4 h, starting around Feb. 24 (w 6/7)
– Introduction seminar Lab 3 on Feb. 21
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Laboratory exercises

Laboratory exercises

• No written reports on laboratory exercises
• Planned for on-campus, six or ten students per
session, 2 or 3 laboratory exercises?
• Sign up electronically
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The examination

The book (also for EIEN35)
• Costs 400 SEK (all
other material only as
pdf:s)
• Current edition 2005
• Older editions differ
somewhat (but works)
• Buy book (cash) at
IEA’s student adm.
office (weekdays
11.00-12.30)

• Exam on MARCH 17 (compulsory), 08.00
– 13.00, Victoria 2A + 2B
• On-campus if at all possible
• You can use the book and the extra article
at the exam
– Do not wait until the exam to buy the book!
HOW?

• You can NOT use seminar slides or notes
or similar material at the exam
automation 2022
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The Automation web site

The teachers
• Dr Ulf Jeppsson

• www.iea.lth.se/aut (NOT ON CANVAS)
• All material become available here
• All news and updates are posted here

– System descriptions
– Supervision
– Simulation exercises, course examiner

• Dr Gunnar Lindstedt
– Control concepts
– Control implementation
– Communication and HMI

• Dr Ramesh Saagi
– Laboratory exercises

• Guest lecturer: prof. emeritus Gustaf Olsson
automation 2022
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The students

Student representatives CEQ

• Significant variety in background

• Continuous follow up and feed-back

– Electrical engineering (E)
– Mechanical engineering (M)

– Two volunteers?
– Changes may be done during the course
– If not, important for next year’s course

– Engineering physics (F)
– Industrial economics (I)

– Exchange students: ≈ 15
– Total: ≈ 50 students

• Mostly in your 4th university year

automation 2022
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Recent updates based on CEQ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional information

Videos of all lectures (2021)
Add-ons to some of the laboratory work (2016, 2017, 2018, 2019)
Replaced the Literature Project with a new lab on HMI (2015)
Scheduled calculation/problem-solving classes (2014)
New laboratory software and PLC system (2014)
New laboratory instructions (2014)
Updated laboratory instructions (2011)
Objective comparison of exam level years 2005 and 2010 (2011)
Simulation work in groups of two, separate deadlines (2010)
Updated simulation exercises (2009)
Better defined goals for the course (2008)
More feedback on handed-in reports (personalized feedback from 2007)
More work in groups (literature project in groups of two from 2007)
More written communication practice (literature project written instead of
oral from 2006)
automation 2022
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• Available at course web site
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Reading instructions, short dictionary
Extra book chapter on HMI
Solutions to many exercises in the book
Old exams with solutions
Simulation exercises (instructions and code)
Previous years’ course evaluations (CEQ)
Lecture notes for week 1 (more to come)

• 4-5 lectures are also “problem solving seminars”
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Continuation course:
Automation in Complex Systems

COVID-19 modifications
• All lectures and exercises via Zoom? We start
like this but things may change!
• All Zoom-lectures will be recorded and made
available to students
• Three or two laboratory exercises?
• On-campus laboratory exercises for 6 or 10
students at a time?
• Exercises transformed into Q&A sessions
• Examination on-campus IF POSSIBLE

• Dynamic systems
– When the number of states is large
– When interactions get complex

• Manufacturing systems
– When many unit systems have to interact, queuing systems

• Simulation tasks of large systems
• Computer control implementation
– Supervisory control, advanced monitoring
– Industrial control systems

• Large hands-on project work
• On-site visit to an automation facility/factory
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End of today’s lecture
Next lecture:
Wednesday, January 19 at 15.15
Use THE SAME Zoom-link for all lectures/Q&As
Topic:
Markov chains and Markov processes (discrete
manufacturing systems), Chapter 6 in the book
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